Ofien some inleresting or simply curious points are lefi oul when developing a theory. It seems that one of them is lhe ex islence of an upper bound for the fraClion of area of a convex and closed plane area lying outside a circle with which it shares a diameter, a problem stemming from the theory of isoperimelric inequalities. In this paper such a bound is conslructed and shown lO be attained for a particular area. It is also shown lhat convexity is a necessary condilion in order lO avoid lhe whole area Iying outside lhe circle.
Introduction
Possibly one of lhe oldest extremal problems is lo find a set in Euclidean space with given surface area and enclosing maximum volume. There exist considerable di fferences in lhe lllalhematical trealment of the cases n = 2 and general n, as shown in the c1assical reference [2] , where the general setting directly invites the reader to the reallll of geolllelric measure theory. These problems pervade malhematical activity and lllany mathematicians have dealt with them to different depth degrees. As the mOlivating example for this paper, on reading the book Lifllewood's Miscellany [1] one finds in page 32 lhe following observalion: "An isoperimefrical problem: an area of (greatesl) diameter nol greater than 1 is at most
-!¡Jr"
Littlewood's "greatest diameter" is now better known as fhe diameter d of the plane area, defined as d=sup{diSI(X,nIX, YE boundary}, and without loss of generality, we can suppose in Littlewood's remark the area to be convex and bounded by a conlinuous closed curve. lndeed non-convexity would only amount to reducing the enclosed area, thus enhancing the inequality (see figure \). Littlewood's argument is the following (figure in p. 33 of [ 1] ), see figure 2: 
The bound 1J[ is attained for the unit diameter eirele, and the classieal isoperimetric problem. was to aetually prove that the eirele is the only plane area having this property. A niee proof based on Fourier expansion teehniques can be found in [4] , pp. 181-187, and a standard proof is offered in [2] , pp. 104 ff.
From an elementary viewpoint there is something eounterintuitive in the geometrical presentation of this inequality beeause, on a first and erude approximation, the layman eould make a very nai've remark.: Draw an area with unit diameter, and then a eircle sharing a diameter with il. It "seems obvious" that the whole area is eontained in the eirele, so the inequality would be an immediate one (see figure 3 , left).
C)
Figure 3: The na·,ve idea and lhe counlerexample
Of eourse this is erroneolls, as is readily shown by eonsidering an isoseeles triangle KLM whose legs KL and KM are longer than the basis LM. This is a conyex area whose diameter eqllals one of the legs, say KL. Now, let a circle with KL as a diameter be drawn: There is some portion of triangle area in the neighbourhood of comer M that lies outside the eircle (see figure 3 , right)
A natural question and its answer
After the aboye observations, a rather natural question immediately arises: /s /here any upper bound lO Ihe frac/ion ofarea -ofa given convex plane area-lying ou/side a circle which shares wilh it a diame/er? The elassical references [2] and [3] do not mention this topie, and a rather thorough Internet search did not proyide direct results, so an attempt to fill this (ittle gap will now be made. In what follows the diameter will be d = 1 , therefore the area is bounded by711. To start, eonsider a unit diameter eirele (see figure 4 to follow the discussion), and let K and L be the endpoints of some diameter thereof.
We shall build a convex area sharing the diameter KL with the given cirele, and let X be any point in the plane. It is evident that both conditions
dist(X,K)~1, dist(X,L)~J
must be satisfied in order that X be either an interior or a boundary point of the sought area. Therefore the area is enclosed in the figure defined by two interseeting circle ares centred at K and L and having unit radius. They define two points C and D outside the circle and a curvilinear figure KDLC. Of coursedist(C, D) > 1, so KDLC cannot be a eandidate for solving our problem. Therefore we restrict our attention to vertex C (of eourse, its symmetrieal point D could be employed as well) and observe that no point in the boundary of the sought area can be more than I apart from it. Although it seems rather natural to draw the unit radius circle are centred at C and joining K and L to obtain a curvilinear triangle KLC as a more appropriate eandidate, it is elear that the diameter KL does a better job, and we claim that the mixed triangle KLC mix is the solution to our problem. Ineidentally, the curvilinear triangle KLC is ealled "the Reuleaux triangle" (see Appendix).
A measure ofhow much area lies outside the circle can now be defined: Simply, it is the ratio between the area outside the circle and the total area just constructed.
orea outside the circle l f.l=~.
total orea
It is an easy task to compute the total area ofthe mixed triangleKLC mix :
Jr .f3 8Jr -6.f3
total area(KLCmi,) = "3 -4 = 24 and the fraction outside the circle is:
. Jr 5Jr -6.f3
Therefore, tbe following value is obtained:
f.l = 5Jr -6.f3 == 0.36 8Jr -6.f3
i.e. the maximum fraction of area Iying outside the circle amounts to approximately 36% of the total area.
In order to show optimality ofthis result, let us consider adding some area to KLC mix by modifying the boundary curves. This cannot be done by changing the curved side CK (or LC) into another convex curve joining both points for this would imply the existenee of some boundary point at a distance from L (respectively, K) larger than 1, thus contradicting the fact that the sought figure must have unit diameter. Sorne area can be added below the diameter KL preserving both convexity and unit diameter, but in this case the denominator in the definition of the measure would in crease, thus reducing the value off.1.
The construction also shows that convexity is a necessary condition for the bound to be a valid one. It is enough to observe (see figure 5 ) that the area outside the circJe is a non-convex figure sharing the unit diameter KL with the circle, but 100% of it lies outside the circle, (and indeed is less than 11r).
Figure 5: Convexity is a necessary condition.
